
THE FALL OF THE HOUSE OF SUNSHINE 

Episode 7: The Fuzz Awakens 

 

[Song: Theme] 

ANNOUNCER 

  (Supported with clips.) 

Previously on The Fall of The House of Sunshine! Beloved kid’s 

show host Brushee was murdered by bullets fired through a rip in 

space time. Dankent and the Janitor have found Panglo a puppet 

and also Flosso’s long lost twin! Flosso has resurrected Brushee 

as a mindless tooth eating zombo. What is to be done? By you? 

Listen … to this … the next episode! 

 

Scene 1: Woods. 

 

[BG: Birds, crackling leaves, etc.] 

 

DANKENT, PANGLO, and the JANITOR walk through the woods. 

 

DANKENT 

These woods around the Sanitarium are thick. 

 

PANGLO 

Too bad that flaming piece of fuzzing machine crushed your car. 

 

JANITOR 

And my Bigfoot Mobile was towed. I know I shouldn’t park in 

front of a hydrant, but … I was in a hurry to save you from 

those horrible crazy puppets, no offense Panglo.  

 

 

PANGLO 

None taken. Oh shucks I just realized - all my friends and 

mother just burned to death ... but there’s always a smiling 

rainbow at the end of the charred road. 

 

DANKENT 

Fire is always giving me the screw job. That red devil is my 

bête noire and I’m no white knight. Fire killed my aunt, she 

tried to marry it because she once said she loved a good fire 

and then a fella was like “then why don’t you marry it?” So she 

tried but it was illegal, so she took it all the way to the 

Supreme Court. They threw the case out, on account of it being 

quote: “stupid.” So she ran off to Vanuatu where fire marriage 

was legal if you knew the right sun-glassed individual so she 

greased the palm of that bone doctor and he gave them the 

parchment that said man and wife or should I say fire and wife 



and then on the night of their honeymoon – voom she went up in 

flames. Nothing but some burned bones and a big smile on her 

charred face. Victory. She was a fighter, but they never threw 

her no parade. She was my favorite aunt.  

 

JANITOR 

Anyway. Our job now is to find Flosso. He’s the key to the 

Dentite TV plot. Perhaps Panglo can talk sense into him. 

 

PANGLO 

I’ll do what I can. 

 

DANKENT 

Cans are for beans. We got the whole kit and caboodle. Now we’re 

going after the big prize. Flosso. I bet money to moolah that 

he’s behind Brushee’s murder. He’s as rotten as that dad of 

yours. 

 

PANGLO 

All of papa’s experiments … they were – he was. He was trying to 

stop the fuzz. 

 

DANKENT 

Lot of good it did. 

 

PANGLO 

He didn’t have much choice. The Enamel Council of New Molar told 

papa he’d lost his focus and they’d take it all away – so he 

returned to the pearly truth. He abandoned mama. 

 

DANKENT 

And what is the pearly truth? 

 

PANGLO 

Oh it’s quite … chomperly – 

 

[Song: "The Pearly Truth"] 

 

The Pearly Truth 
Is the Wisdom of the Tooth 
That we shine so bright 
So that others may delight 
In the balance of an earth 
That was long before our births 
At the mercy of a blight 
That wasn't quite right: 
The Elder Fuzz 



Was all before all was 
And no life could stir 
In the wilds of his fur 
So by chance or by fate 
(There still rages a debate) 
A Tooth emerged! 
 
And in the wisdom of his way, 
As was then is still today, 
The Tooth used powers to offset 
And keep the Fuzz in check 
So that now we may survive 
The Tooth gave his only life 
And only asks that we trust! (And brush!) 
 
But the truth that he imbues 
Isn't that of power used 
It's of balance requisite 
For anything to exist 
And so we praise his sacrifice 
And intone his holy lines 
As we brush with pride! 
 
Because the Pearly Truth 
Is a wisdom that shines 
And we hold it as the root 
In the jawline of our lives. 
For the world to exist 
It must be made of equal parts 
So every tooth will find a use 
And know it in his heart. 
So even those of us 
That were touched by the Fuzz 
Haven't any need to fear - 
The Pearly Truth is clear. 
And the thought, it makes me warm, 
That though I be of felty form , 
There's a place for me! 
 
I dream one day I'll have a tooth of my own! 
And my mouth won't be so fuzzy and alone! 
And so I shout and sing 
Of all the Tooth may bring! 
And revel in his wisdom that to you I now in tone: 
 
The Pearly Truth 
Is the Wisdom of the Tooth 



That we shine so bright 
So that others may delight 
In the balance of an earth 
That was long before our births 
At the mercy of a blight 
And wasn't quite right. 
Both Tooth and Fuzz  
Are forever all that was 
They strike a chord so sweet 
That exists in each of us. 
So never should you fear 
The path for us is clear 
Just put your trust... 

 
in The Pearly Truth! 
 

DANKENT 

So the two sides are locked in a struggle. 

 

PANGLO 

Exactly and the Dentites want to bring about the Third Age of 

Wisdom … teeth. When there will be more Floronic tooth particles 

than fuzzigen into our world. That’s why they started the show – 

to get people brushing - the more people who brush their teeth 

the more floronic particles they release.  

 

JANITOR 

And that’s good? 

 

PANGLO 

Well yeah of course! Once the Ur-Tooth is fully powered by 

Floronic particles it’ll become powerful enough to exert its 

full power and reward the Dentites and cast the unbelievers into 

a horrifying eternal Hellscape. 

 

DANKENT 

The Ur-Tooth will destroy the world! 

 

PANGLO 

Only the non Dentite Part. Oh I guess that’s most of it. Huh 

that kinda sucks for you heathens. 

 

DANKENT 

So brushing your teeth only helps give power to a judgmental 

chomper? It’s got no oral benefit? 

 

PANGLO 



Nope. The whole dental industry is a front created by a cult to 

bring about the pearly salvation. Teeth rise and fall regardless 

of paste and floss. 

 

DANKENT 

We gotta get people to stop giving the scrub and glow to their 

food biters! 

 

PANGLO 

I wouldn’t do that. If the Ur-Tooth is too weakened then the 

Fuzz will awaken and the Puppet Age will occur and the world 

will be destroyed. 

 

DANKENT 

Well that also sucks. But if we kill the Fuzz – 

 

PANGLO 

The Ur-Tooth will be free to create the Third Age of – 

 

DANKENT 

World destruction. 

 

JANITOR 

On both ends. 

 

DANKENT 

So we gotta keep everything just as it is. Not too much 

brushing, but not too much not brushing neither. This is a real 

plug pumpernickel. I need a smoke. I saw a strip mall on my 

drive up here – it’s down that way. You two stay her. 

 

PANGLO 

And kiss? 

 

DANKENT 

What? 

 

PANGLO 

Nothing. 

 

JANITOR 

I don’t mind. I got low standards. 

 

DANKENT 

Great. 

 



[DANKENT walks off as we hear the sound of JANITOR and PANGLO 

kissing.] 

 

[TRANSITION] 

 

Scene 2: Flosso’s Office. 

 

[BG: BRUSHEE is chained to wall nearby.  Chain sounds, Groans.] 

 

[Flosso puts down stack of books on table] 

 

FLOSSO 

Yes these histories of New Molar shall aid me. 

 

BRUSHEE 

Teeth! Teeth! 

 

FLOSSO 

Oh much more than mere enamel pearls, my brother. 

 

[There’s a knock at the door and then DR. JIM AMERICAN enters.] 

 

JIM 

You asked for me, Mr. Mayor? 

 

BRUSHEE 

TEETH! 

 

[BRUSHEE lunches but the chain holds him.] 

 

FLOSSO 

Don’t worry, doctor. He’s chained quite securely. Here brother – 

a collection of baby teeth from the tooth silo.  

 

[FLOSSO tosses BRUSHEE a handful of teeth, he contently eats 

them.] 

 

JIM 

He’s quite well trained, Mayor Flosso. 

 

FLOSSO 

Isn’t he though? And there’s no need for formalities. I may be 

acting mayor, but that’s only because the Enamel Council went … 

missing. 

 

JIM 

A true mystery. 



 

FLOSSO 

Indeed. So call me Flosso. 

 

JIM 

I heard you never liked that name. 

 

FLOSSO 

I’ve grown into it. We shouldn’t run from who we are. 

 

JIM 

I can hardly run anymore, bad knee. Don’t see much reason to 

call an old broken man like me down to your office. 

 

FLOSSO 

Don’t be so modest. You’re Dr. Jim American – local scientist 

and tutor to the more fortunate children of New Molar. 

 

JIM 

Don’t forget part time lacrosse coach. Emeritus. 

 

FLOSSO 

Emeritus indeed. New Molar is a good town wouldn’t you say? 

 

JIM 

Knock on dentine. 

 

[he knocks] 

 

FLOSSO 

Do you ever wonder why the Ur-Tooth led Horace McMenemin and 

Brushworth Sunshine and the 30 other families to this exact 

spot? 

 

JIM 

Lack of gophers. 

 

FLOSSO 

Gopher scarcity is certainly a bonus. But no. It’s because below 

this very spot sleeps the ELDER FUZZ! 

 

JIM 

The elder fuzz is just a myth like the were-hams or JFK.  

 

FLOSSO 



Hardly. For you see it was nearly a century ago that Beardy 

McMenemin famed explorer and exporter of small plates on which 

you can feed your pet – 

 

JIM 

Tiny chiny. I’m aware. 

 

FLOSSO 

One day Beardy was exploring the tunnels below New Molar and 

found the Elder Fuzz sleeping. 

 

JIM 

But wasn’t the Ur-Tooth found in those same caves? 

 

FLOSSO 

Indeed those two forces one right atop the other. Well Beardy 

upon finding the Elder Fuzz was so taken that he wrote a song 

about his experience. Then he traveled to New Jersey to 

personally record a wax cylinder in Edison’s lab. In front of 

Edison himself. 

 

JIM 

They called that a full Edison at the time. 

 

FLOSSO 

He named the song “Beardy Goes Down” which is unfortunate. It 

was not a hit. Though Beardy kept up his musical interests and 

ultimately created the tune – Goon Liver. Which would be renamed 

Moon River because of complains by goons who did not want their 

livers sung about. 

 

JIM 

Goons are a sensitive lot.  

 

FLOSSO 

Indeed also “Beardy Goes Down” was the first recorded song to 

use the word "fart" - but you see the Elder Fuzz was with us 

Dentites the whole time! Right below our feet. Here - Listen to 

the original cylinder! 

 
[FLOSSO puts the cylinder on a player. Scratchy noises then –] 

 
[SONG: "Beardy Goes Down!"] 

 
BEARDY and the BEARDOS 

Beardy goes down, Beardy goes down 
Well good lord a Beardy Goes Down 



Don't let anyone tell you otherwise: 
Beardy goes down 
 
One day Beardy went a walking in the hills and the pines 
Found a hole in the ground that was neat so I climbed in side 
Walked for miles and miles as the tunnel was long 
And I ate my sandwich so my sandwich was gone 
And I missed that sandwich so I cried and cried 
 
Beardy goes down, Beardy goes down 
Well good lord a Beardy Goes Down 
Into the wet hot crotch of the earth 
Beardy goes down 
 
Now I come round a bend and whaddaya thinky there be? 
Was an Elder sort a God of a fuzzy type lookin at me 
He called in a voice both familiar and strange 
Then he shoved his yarny fingers through my ears into my brain 
And I shook like a flea in a fart - but I fin'ly could see: 

 
Yeah, I saw through the eyes of our fuzzy lord 
Saw the plan that he had for his boys and his girls 
What that follow his ways of soft and fuzzy grace 
I saw his dream of a world made of cotton 
That was cleansed of a tooth that was growin' rather rotten 
A wild, peaceful kind of place 
And the rise of the purest fuzzy race 

 
Well the vision soon end and the Elder Fuzz wake me with a shout 

(Beardy goes down) 
He said I snore in my sleep and I prolly should get that checked 

out 
(Beardy goes down) 

He said it might be nothing but it's best to be safe 
And also I should go and tell the world of his ways 
So I made for the surface, and that's what I'ma doing right now. 

(Beardy goes down) 
 
Beardy goes down, Beardy goes down 
Well good lord a Beardy Goes Down 
I'm tellin' y'all the fuzzin' truth 
Beardy goes down 
 
Beardy goes down, Beardy goes down 
Well good lord a Beardy Goes Down 
The Fuzzy one waits for us... 
If you'd only go down. 

 



FLOSSO 
There you see! 

 
JIM 

That part about the sandwich was sad. 

 

FLOSSO 

THIS IS NO SANDWICH STORY! Beardy McMenemin was blessed by the 

Fuzz! It reached out its yarn tendril and awoke in him the true 

path of the true God. The Ur-Tooth is a liar - a false deity. 

The Ur-Tooth wiped away the perfection of the fuzzy world. Why 

is there war and crime and cavities? Why is the world broken? 

Because a broken God made it! And we worship it because we are 

blind. But we must tear down the irrational God to return to the 

sane and perfect world – of fuzz. 

 

JIM 

You’re crazy! 

 

FLOSSO 

All my life I fought against what I was. The injections, the 

treatments. I worshiped the Ur-Tooth; I loved it. Everything for 

the pearly truth. I pushed my brother into what I thought was 

the one truth path. He was the chosen one and I was his servant 

and thus the servant of the Ur-Tooth. But I was wrong. I see 

that now. What I read in the archives! What I saw in the 

cowardice and complacency in the Enamel Council. 

 

BRUSHEE 

Teeth! Teeth! 

  (Burps.) 

Teeth. 

 

FLOSSO 

Exactly! Their oral fixation is an abomination! But now my eyes 

are fuzz wide open. I wasn’t cursed I was blessed! My mother is 

a McMenemin and she – she blessed me with the fuzz! 

 

JIM 

Lucky you. 

 

FLOSSO 

Lucky us. Because you will aid me in creating – a FUZZITRONIC 

BOMB.  

 

JIM 

I’ll never do that. 



 

FLOSSO 

Oh you will. Dr. Jim American. Or should I say Dr. Jimavitch 

Americainiski – the mad Soviet Kazak scientist who created the 

Ooze that ate Brezhnev and was the architect of the Smolensk 

Smooshing. 

 

 

JIM 

  (Russian accent.) 

I have no idea what you are –  

  (Back to normal.)   

I mean. Ha, ha baseball. Cut entitlements … 

  (Beat. Deadly serious.) 

What are you after Flosso! 

 

FLOSSO 

You will help me build the bomb or I turn you over to the 

Russians - I’m sure they’d love extracting info from your brain 

– piece by piece. 

 

JIM 

But a fuzzitronic bomb ... 

 

FLOSSO 

We shall cleanse the world in healing felt and fire. 

 

JIM 

What you’re after is madness! 

 

FLOSSO 

No. It’s the cure. 

 

[SONG: “Outro Theme Music"] 

 

ANNOUNCER 

Oh my goodness! What’s to happen? Will Flosso create the 

Fuzztronic Bomb? Will Dr. Jim help? Will Dankent find those 

smokes? Find out next time on The Fall of the House of Sunshine 

Episode Eight – I’ll Never Read Proust! 

 

[Song: “Like a Fuzzitronic Bomb”] 

 
ETHEREAL BAND BEINGS: 

Them Dentites down in Molar think they found their pearly truth 
Running 'round in caves to worship some big dopey tooth 



Broadcasting their brainwashing - think they got their leash on 

us 
Well I'd like to see them smiling when they're covered up in 

fuzz 
 
Fuzzitronic Bomb! 
Yeah it's coming for us all 
Fuzzitronic Bomb! 
To make us floppy furry dolls 
Well you can scream and holler 
You can call out for your mom 
But her limp arms can't hold you none since 
The Fuzzitronic Bomb 
 
(solo) 

 
Fuzzitronic Bomb! 
Yeah you'll learn to love the Fuzz 
Fuzzitronic Bomb! 
You best buy yourself a brush 
Cuz when that big bang a Fuzzitronic fun 
Comes rainin' down from the sky 
Everything will turn puppety 
Including you and I. 
 
So stay tuned for that fuzzy boom 
And kiss your teeth goodbye! 
 

END OF EPISODE SEVEN 

 


